BUSY SUMMER—BLESSINGS GALORE
FOR WHICH WE ARE THANKFUL!

We THANK our Lord for you and all He has graciously allowed us to do in partnership with you. Here are a few things from the past three months.

THANK YOU, LORD for providing Magdiel his residence papers and green card which arrived July 27! It was a long, stressful and expensive process, but God provided friends and funds for it all. (Whoever says legal immigration is easy shows they know nothing about the subject.)

THANK YOU, LORD for the privilege of helping provide 40,000 student Bibles to schools in Sudan! Another 50,000 Bibles and 50,000 Life of Christ story books are supposed to ship this week.

THANK YOU, LORD for the privilege of providing some funds to Mission Eurasia for soccer World Cup outreach. France won the trophy, but God, through His people, won the hearts of thousands across Russia and the world. For a glimpse of some of what God did go to www.missioneurasia.org/articles.

THANK YOU, LORD for the privilege of arranging the distribution of hundreds of dorm beds and furniture from three universities for Bible colleges in Ethiopia, Jordan and four Christian camps here in the USA. The Ethiopia bound container loads today, 8/6.

THANK YOU, LORD for the privilege of providing Spanish books for Operation Mobilization’s ship “Logos” that is visiting ports throughout Latin America this year. In addition to being a floating bookstore, evangelistic meetings, training seminars and special events are held on the ship and throughout the country where the ship is docked.

THANK YOU, LORD for the privilege of partnering with a nearby Russian Baptist church to send another container of clothing to Tajikistan! We wish everyone could have witnessed the enthusiasm and energy of our Russian brothers and sisters as they worked with us on this shipment.
THANK YOU, LORD for the replacement of storm sewer lines for the ETS building! We have struggled over the past 22 years with water in the office basement after heavy rains. This seems to be the final piece of the puzzle to resolve that problem.

THANK YOU, LORD for the contacts needed to arrange for additional Bible shipments to Ghana, Senegal and Guinea-Bissau. These shipments should arrive in the various countries in January 2019.

THANK YOU, LORD for our regular volunteers who give their time unselfishly each week to help keep things going. We could not manage without them.

THANK YOU, LORD for our friends who support this work with their encouragement, prayers and financial gifts. It’s been too long since we have said “Thanks!” for their faithfulness.

THANK YOU, LORD for prayer and the answers you so graciously provide.

- Pray for Magdiel. For the past week he has been out of action with Bell’s Palsy. We need his help badly.
- Pray for Arlenys as another little Gonzalez is expected to join the family in November.
- Pray for Keith as he attends the Expolit Spanish literature meetings in Miami this week.

Bless you, dear friends, for your help in this ministry. We are truly grateful for you.
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